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Speculated; "CREATES EXTREMELY HIGH ORDERING AND STRUCTURING IN CONSCIOUSNESS.

May replicate some significant characteristics expected from organic tissue in a super conductive highly

coherent energetic state, such as that which; Reduces internal noise in body mind, transforms into super

fluidic, super conducting quantum coherency. Properties allow simultaneous fluidic order and a high

degree of unity. Supports elements of body mind to behave holistically as one. Reduces noise or

interference between separate parts of the self. May cause biological tissue to emit a weak glow when

stimulated at the right amplitudinal energy level and duration . Cell dipoles are normally out of phase and

arrange themselves in a disordered way, however via stimulation of this frequency they begin to oscillate

or move intensely, possibly broadcast tiny em signals of increased coherency. At a certain critical level,

the cell wall molecular dipoles may all line up and come into phase. Sudden oscillation in unison as if

sudden mass coordination of all cells is occurring. Creates emergent quantum field May induce

phenomena such as telepathy, remote viewing. Possible externalization of neural structure from inside

the body, outwards energetically.... the body and mind becoming highly coherent and whole and

connecting to the universe. Note, all files having - D - in their title are the 'DEPTHING files, using the new

upgraded powerful enhancement. You MUST play these loud..... then you will notice the very curious

under layer of sound bubbling away with the upper layer...... it plays just underneath, the 3 D effect

TEXTURED DEPTH ! In other words, frequencies that literally have the same acoustic equivalent of the

those old red and blue glasses you used to watch in the movie houses Note there are two files, 1 and 2.

Both are recommended to be used to together as they compliment each other doing the same thing but

different ways. Or you can use 1 or 2 on its own."] Both Neuroteleportal 1 and 2 contain similiar

instructional sets of coding but are rendered differently to allow for overall greater assimilation of the

information to the biological organism.
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